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In orientationally disordered systems, the ENDOR (electron-nuclear double resonance) spectra of high-spin
ions having weak crystal field interaction (cfi) contain nuclear transition lines (often overlapped) that belong
to several different electron spin manifolds, and the transition lines for each manifold are distorted by the
effect of the cfi. In this work, we have shown that, although the latter distortions can be quite considerable
in a general case, the statistical distributions of the cfi parameters and orientations of the cfi axes in glassy
samples result in ENDOR line shapes similar to the usual powder pattern determined by the hyperfine interaction
only, which greatly simplifies their analysis. We have also shown that the two-dimensional Mims ENDOR
technique can be used to disentangle the nuclear transitions that belong to different electron spin manifolds.
The results of the analysis were applied to study the Gd3+ aquo complex and the Gd3+-based MRI contrast
agent GdHPDO3A in frozen glassy water/methanol solutions. The average distance between Gd and protons
of the water ligands was found to be about 3.1 Å for both complexes.

1. Introduction

Gadolinium complexes are used clinically as diagnostic
contrast agents for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in
medicine. They function by catalytically enhancing the magnetic
relaxation rates of water protons. The contrast agents typically
contain one inner-sphere water molecule that is in fast exchange
with bulk solvent. In practical applications, MRI agents are
characterized by relaxivity, a bulk parameter that shows the
extent to which the ion can change the relaxation rate of solvent
protons. Increased relaxivity allows the contrast agent to be
administered at a lower dose or enables the imaging of low-
concentration targets and is the focus of extensive academic
and industrial research.1-19

Relaxivity is a complex function of numerous parameters,
such as the ion relaxation times (that depend on the crystal field
interaction (cfi) of the ion), the number of water molecules in
the inner and outer coordination spheres, the average time these
water molecules spend in a coordinated state, the ion-hydrogen
distances for coordinated water molecules, the rotational dif-
fusion of the complex, and so forth. Reported relaxivity values
measured by1H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) in standard
conditions (at the frequency of 20 MHz and the temperature of
25 °C) for Gd3+ complexes range from about 2 to 150 mM-1

s-1.1,2 These differences in the relaxivity can often be rational-
ized by considering the number of coordinated water molecules
and the rotational diffusion time of the complex. For example,
the high relaxivity value of 148 for a Gd3+ ion bound to the
protein glutamine synthetase is explained by the combination
of a relatively large number of water ligands (four) and very
long rotational diffusion time, whereas the low molecular weight

complex GdBPO4A with the relaxivity value of only about 1.7
has a relatively short correlation time and does not have inner-
sphere water ligands.4

On the other hand, complexes of similar structure that should
have similar correlation times and the same number of water
ligands exhibit about a 3-fold variation in relaxivities, which
was explained by some workers by a possible variation of the
Gd-H distance,RGdH, from complex to complex. The overall
range of the reportedRGdH values is from 2.5 to 3.3 Å,20-22

with the values of 2.90-3.13 Å being more common.1,10,11

Because the relaxivity is proportional to 1/RGdH
6 , large

variations in relaxivity could, in principle, be conveniently
explained by moderate changes ofRGdH. The range of the
reported distances, however, seems to be too large because the
distances between the Gd ion and the oxygen of the coordinated
water determined by X-ray crystallography for different com-
plexes are all very similar, 2.41-2.56 Å.1 The clarification of
this discrepancy necessitates further effort aimed at determining
RGdH with possibly high accuracy, which would allow one to
factor out the 1/RGdH

6 dependence from the relaxivity and
provide for a better understanding of other parameters that could,
possibly, be manipulated to enhance the relaxivity of contrast
agents. The 1/RGdH

6 dependence of the relaxivity implies that
the accuracy of distance measurements has to be rather high.
With a 3-fold variation of the relaxivity for the contrast agents
that have similar size and the same number of water ligands,1

it is clear that the accuracy should be about 1 order of magnitude
better than 20% (1.2≈ 31/6), that is, about 2%.

The 1/RGdH
6 factor in the relaxivity originates from the

anisotropic hyperfine interaction (hfi) between the electron and
nuclear spins. Therefore, the most appropriate techniques to deal
with this factor would be those of magnetic resonance because
they allow one to determine the anisotropic hfi directly. The
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isotropic hfi of the ligand protons (that, in principle, also
contributes to the relaxivity) can also be determined, but it is
expected to be negligibly small because theπ-bonding interac-
tions between the ligand molecular orbitals and f-orbitals of
Gd3+ are weak. The spin density transferred from Gd to the
direct ligands (in the case of a H2O molecule, the oxygen atom)
is expected to be no more than 0.3%.6-8 Therefore, the proton
anisotropic hfi is sufficiently accurately described by the point
dipole model, and the distanceRGdH can be readily evaluated.

In a few publications where magnetic resonance methods,
electron spin-echo envelope modulation (ESEEM), and electron-
nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) spectroscopies were em-
ployed, quite different values ofRGdH were obtained. An
application of continuous wave (CW) ENDOR to Gd-doped
lanthanum ethyl sulfate23 and lanthanum nicotinate24 single
crystals resulted in estimates ofRGdH in the range from about 3
to 3.2 Å, whereas in glassy water/methanol solution the values
of RGdH for various complexes were estimated to be in the range
of 2.5-3.1 Å.21 In the only ESEEM work22 on contrast agents
the Gd-H distances were found to be about 2.7 Å.

The distances found for glassy samples are, on average,
significantly shorter than those in single crystals. This could
imply a fundamental change in water coordination when
structural constrains imposed by crystal lattice were removed.
On the other hand, the experimental ESEEM traces22 and
ENDOR spectra21 for Gd3+ complexes in glassy solutions were
exclusively attributed to the nuclear spin transitions within the
electron spin manifolds withmS ) (1/2, which could result in
inaccurate hfi parameters and Gd-H distances. Resolving this
issue is necessary not only in relation to the relaxivity but also
for understanding if the structures of the Gd complexes in glassy
and crystalline systems are actually different.

In this work we used pulsed ENDOR to study glassy water/
methanol solutions of Gd3+ and one of the commercial contrast
agents, Gd3+HPDO3A (Prohance, Bracco Diagnostics, Figure
1). The theoretical results of our previous work25 were used to
analyze the spectra. The Gd-H distances we found from our
experiments and analysis are similar to those obtained earlier
in single-crystal studies,23,24 the distances reported for glassy
samples elsewhere21,22thus being significantly underestimated.
The analysis performed in this work shows also that some of
the problems related to the high-spin nature of Gd3+ ion can be
alleviated, and the hfi parameters be obtained with a good
accuracy, if a two-dimensional (2D) pulsed ENDOR technique
due to Mims26,27 is used. Such an approach can be employed
for investigation of the immediate nuclear environment of any
high-spin ion characterized by weak cfi.

2. Experimental Section

The experiments were performed with frozen 3 mM solutions
of Gd complexes (GdCl3 and GdHPDO3A) in 1:1 (v/v) H2O/
CD3OH (methanol added for glassification). With this methanol
concentration, about one-third of potential ligands to the Gd3+

ions were methanol molecules. Keeping this in mind, we will
refer to the ligands simply as water ligands for brevity and
because only about one-fifth of the protons of coordinated OH(2)

groups belong to methanol.
Mims ENDOR26 measurements were performed on a home-

built pulsed EPR (electron paramagnetic resonance) spectrom-
eter operating in the microwave (mw) frequency range from 8
to 18 GHz (X- and Ku-bands) and equipped with a helium-
flow cryostat (Oxford CF935) and a pulsed ENDOR accessory.
To provide the smallest possible ratio of cfi to the electron-
Zeeman interaction, the measurements were performed in the
mw Ku-band, at the mw frequencies of about 14.4 and 17.1
GHz. The cylindrical dielectric ENDOR resonator was similar
in design to that described earlier28 but had smaller overall
dimensions and, consequently, higher resonance frequencies.
The radio frequency (RF) amplifier AR-250L (Amplifier
Research) provided a nominal output power of about 1 kW in
the pulsed mode. The measurement temperature was 4.2 K
(liquid He).

Before the Fourier transform was performed on the experi-
mental 2D Mims ENDOR traces, these traces were normalized
by stimulated electron spin-echo (ESE) decays recorded
without the RF. This treatment prevented the ESEEM spectral
lines from appearing in the 2D spectra and was justified in this
case because the stimulated ESEEM was contributed by weakly
coupled1H and2D and consisted of oscillations with the Zeeman
frequencies of these nuclei. The experimental 2D Mims ENDOR
spectra were overwhelmingly dominated by the line due to
distant matrix protons. Therefore, for presentation purposes, in
order to make other spectral features more visible, the 2D spectra
were multiplied by 1- exp[-2(νRF - νH)2/(δν)2), whereνRF

is the radio frequency,νH is the Zeeman frequency of protons,
and δν ) 1 MHz. Such a multiplication suppressed the peak
due to distant matrix protons within the frequency range of about
1 MHz aroundνRF ) νH.

3. Theoretical Background

3.1. Effect of Weak cfi on Nuclear Transition Frequencies.
Recently25 we performed a theoretical analysis of ESEEM for
high-spin (S> 1/2) ions characterized by weak cfi. We showed
that, in addition to a well-known lifting of degeneracy of EPR
transitions, weak cfi is also able to significantly distort the
spectra of nuclear transitions compared to those without the cfi.
These distortions are caused by departures of electron spin
quantization axes (different for different electron spin manifolds)
from the direction of the external magnetic fieldBo. As an
application of the theory we mainly considered ESEEM of the
Mn2+ aquo ion that hasS ) 5/2 and the axial crystal field
parameterD/gâ ∼ -200 G (g is the g-factor andâ is the Bohr
magneton). Model simulations for Mn2+ aquo ion in an
orientationally disordered matrix have shown that distortions
of X-band ENDOR spectra by the cfi are not very significant.25

In this work we are concerned with ENDOR of complexes of
Gd3+ ions that have a higher electron spin (S ) 7/2) and a
stronger cfi. We found that the crystal field distortions of the
ENDOR spectra of these complexes are considerably stronger
than those for aquo Mn2+ and have to be properly accounted
for in a practical analysis. Because the theory developed in our
previous work25 is fully applicable to ENDOR, we reiterate
here the expressions relevant to the interpretation of ENDOR
spectra.

The paramagnetic complex will be characterized by theD
andE parameters that account for the quadrupolar part of the

Figure 1. The contrast agent Gd3+HPDO3A.
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cfi. The fine structure spin Hamiltonian in the laboratory
coordinate frameXYZ is thus29

whereXc, Yc, andZc are the principal axes of the cfi. The cfi
parametersD andE are considered to be small:gâBo . D, E.

With weak cfi, the eigenfunctions of Hamiltonian 1 are still
close to the original basis functions|(1/2〉, |(3/2〉, |(5/2〉, and
|(7/2〉, and the electron spin projectionsmZ ) 〈SZ〉 for these
states, to the first order in (D,E)/gâBo, are equal to(1/2, (3/2,
(5/2, and(7/2, respectively. Because of slight admixture of other
states into each state with givenmZ, however, the electron spin
projections on laboratory axesX andY are generally nonzero
and equal to (neglecting terms quadratic in (D,E)/gâBo)25

where “s” and “c” with subscriptsæc, θc, andψc (2ψc) denote
sines and cosines of the Euler anglesæc, θc, andψc relating the
coordinate systemsXYZandXcYcZc. They are the angles of three
consecutive rotations: (1) aroundZc by æc, (2) around the newly
obtainedYc by θc, and (3) around the newly obtainedZc by ψc.
The situation with all the angles equal to zero corresponds to
the orientation ofX//Xc, Y//Yc, andZ//Zc.

The Hamiltonian for matrix and ligand nuclei of spinI ) 1/2
(e.g., protons) that includes their hf and Zeeman interactions is

where νI ) gnânBo (gn is the nuclear g-factor andân is the
nuclear magneton),aiso is the isotropic hfi constant, andT is
the anisotropic hfi tensor.

We consider here the ligand hfi to be weak compared with
the electronic Zeeman and cf interactions:aiso, Tij , gâBo, D,
E. The weak ligand hfi practically does not mix electron spin
functions, and the various terms of Hamiltonian 3 for a given
spin state can be rearranged according to nuclear spin projections

where

and the electron spin operators are substituted by their average
values,〈SZ〉 ≈ mZ, 〈SX〉 ) mX, and 〈SY〉 ) mY. The nuclear

transition frequency for an electron spin manifold with a given
mZ is given by

whereB ) xAX
2+AY

2.
One can see that the cfi contributes to the effective hfi values

Ak (see eqs 5 and 2), and therefore the nuclear transition
frequencies and the shape of ENDOR spectra will depend on
the magnitude of the cfi parameters and on the orientation of
Bo and the hfi tensorT in the cfi reference frame. The effect of
the cfi can be immediately appreciated if we assumeνI . mZAZ

(the so-called weak hfi limit) and expand eq 6 retaining only
the terms linear in hfi

where we have also assumed for simplicityE ) 0 and
substituted explicit expressions formX andmY (eq 2). The first
two terms in this expression give the usual nuclear transition
frequency (accurate to first order in hfi) that would be observed
for D ) 0. The third term gives the correction to the nuclear
transition frequency due to the cfi.

It follows from eq 7 that the frequency deviations from the
D ) 0 case disappear ifBo is aligned parallel to any of the
principal axes of the hfi tensor because in such orientations all
nondiagonal tensor elementsTij are equal to zero (the nonzero
componentsTXX andTYY contributing toB in the original eq 6
will result in second-order frequency shifts that are small in
the weak hfi case). In addition, when each of the laboratory
frame and the crystal field frame axes coincide, the electron
spin projectionsmX andmY become zero, and the effect of the
cfi on the nuclear transition frequencies again disappears.

We can cast eq 7 in terms of the deviation ofνmZ from the
nuclear Zeeman frequency,∆νmZ ) νmZ - νI

The cfi term in this expression is proportional to the factor
(3mZ

2 - S(S + 1))/mZ that, with S ) 7/2, equals to-30, -6,
(1.2, and(6 for the electron spin manifolds withmZ ) (1/2,
(3/2, (5/2, and(7/2, respectively. One can see that the relative
deviations of nuclear transition frequencies from those deter-
mined by hfi only are the largest for the electron spin manifolds
with mZ ) (1/2. In fact, even if the condition of weak cfi is
satisfied very well (e.g.,D/gâBo ∼ 0.03), the cfi term in eq 8
may still be comparable with the hfi terms at some of the relative
orientations ofBo and hfi and cfi tensors. FormZ ) (3/2 and
(7/2 the relative contribution of the cfi term becomes one-fifth
of that of mZ ) (1/2, and the minimal contribution is reached
for mZ ) (5/2.

It follows from these considerations that if one is primarily
concerned with accurate determination of the hfi, then the best
nuclear spin transitions to study are those within the(5/2

HFS ) gââoSZ + D(SZc

2 - 1
3
S(S+ 1)) + E(SXc

2 - SYc

2 ) (1)

mX ≈
Dcθc

sθc
cæc

- E(cθc
sθc

cæc
c2ψc

- sθc
sæc

s2ψc
)

gââo
(3mz

2 - S(S+ 1))

mY ≈
Dcθc

sθc
cæc

- E(cθc
sθc

sæc
c2ψc

+ sθc
cæc

s2ψc
)

gââo
(3mz

2 - S(S+ 1))

(2)

HHF ) -νIIZ + aisoSI + STI (3)

HHF ) (-νI + mZaZ)IZ + mZAXIX + mZAYIY (4)

AZ ) aiso + TZZ + TXZ

mX

mZ
+ TYZ

mY

mZ

AX ) TZX + (aiso + TXX)
mX

mZ
+ TYX

mY

mZ
(5)

AY ) TZY + TXY

mX

mZ
+ (aiso + TYY)

mY

mZ

VmZ
) xmZ

2B2 + (νI - mZAZ)
2 (6)

νmZ
≈ νI - (aiso + TZZ)mZ - TXZmX - TYZmY

≈ νI - (aiso + TZZ)mZ -

DcθC
sθC

gâBo
(3mZ

2 - S(S+ 1))(cæC
TXZ + sæC

TYZ) (7)

∆νmZ

mZ
≈

aiso + TZZ +
DcθC

sθC

gâBo
‚
(3mZ

2 - S(S+ 1))

mZ
(cæC

TXZ + sæC
TYZ)

(8)
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electron spin manifolds. To do so, one must overcome certain
experimental difficulties related to the fact that at insufficiently
low temperatures all electron spin manifolds will be populated,
and the respective nuclear transition lines will all contribute to
the ENDOR spectra. The lines frommZ ) (5/2 manifolds will
then be difficult to trace because, in a disordered system, their
width will be greater, and the intensity smaller, than those of
the lines from the manifolds withmZ ) (3/2 andmZ ) (1/2. A
practical solution to this problem is to increase the mw
frequency, νmw, and decrease the temperature in order to
selectively populate the electron spin manifold withmZ )
-7/2. For example, a combination ofνmw g 90 GHz (W-band
or higher; typicalBo values forg ) 2 are about 30 kG or greater)
andT e 2 K will provide the population of the electron spin
energy level withmZ ) -7/2 at least 1 order of magnitude greater
than that of the next level, withmZ ) -5/2. Although, to our
knowledge, W-band (or D-band,∼140 GHz) ENDOR was never
used for investigations of Gd complexes, it could be the right
choice for such studies, especially since the equipment for high-
frequency pulsed EPR/ENDOR measurements is becoming
increasingly common.30-32

Despite the strongest cfi effect on the nuclear transition
frequencies within themZ ) (1/2 electron spin manifolds, using
the ENDOR spectra of these transitions may still represent an
attractive alternative to the high-frequency/low-temperature
approach described above. In orientationally disordered systems
the lines of nuclear transitions atmZ ) (1/2 are several times
narrower than those at othermZ, providing the largest ENDOR
effect. In addition, the EPR line that corresponds to the transition
betweenmZ ) 1/2 and mZ ) -1/2 is much narrower than the
lines of other EPR transitions because it is only broadened by
the second-order cfi effects. This allows one to use moderate
temperatures (∼4 K) and moderate mw frequencies/magnetic
fields and to benefit in these conditions from the highest relative
intensity of this EPR line. Therefore, this approach is the most
convenient one in terms ofdetection and acquisitionof the
ENDOR spectra. To be fully usable, however, it should be
supplemented by the analysis of the spectra that properly
accounts for the cfi effects.

In the following section we analyze the effect of weak cfi on
the 1H ENDOR spectra atmZ ) (1/2 using numerical calcula-
tions. We show that the distribution of the cfi parameters results
in a great simplification of these spectra and their subsequent
interpretation. The results of this background work are then
applied to the analysis of experimental spectra obtained at the
Ku mw band.

3.2. Numerical Simulations of ENDOR Spectra.In the
simulations we used proton hfi parameters close to those
obtained in single-crystal studies;23,24 namely, the isotropic hfi
constantaiso in our simulations was assumed to be equal to zero.
The anisotropic hfi tensor was assumed to be axial, with the
coupling constantT⊥ ∼ -3 MHz. The cfi tensor was also
assumed to be axial. The magnetic fieldBo ) 6100 G was close
to the one actually used in some of our experiments described
below. The proton Zeeman frequency is denotedνH, and it
corresponds to a general nuclear Zeeman frequency,νI, used in
theoretical expressions.

Figure 2a shows the ENDOR spectrum in an orientationally
disordered system calculated forD ) 0. This spectrum is similar
to what one expects to observe for anS ) 1/2 system in the
case of a purely dipolar coupling between the electron and
nuclear spins. The peaks in this spectrum are separated by the
hfi constantA⊥ ) T⊥ (realized when the hfi axis is perpendicular
to Bo), whereas the shoulders are separated by the hfi constant

A| ) -2T⊥ (realized when the hfi axis is parallel toBo). Panels
b-d of Figure 2 show the ENDOR spectra calculated forD/gâ
) 400 G and different anglesθhc between the main axis of the
hfi tensor and axisZc of the cfi tensor. The spectral positions
corresponding toA| andA⊥ are marked in all of these spectra
as “A|” and “A⊥”, respectively.

One can see that the spectra in panels b-d of Figure 2 are
very different from that in Figure 2a. They are more broad,
asymmetric, and show several additional singularities. The origin
of all these features is easily understood from panels e-h of
Figure 2 that show how the frequenciesνmZ depend on the angle
θh betweenBo and the main hfi axis. Withθhc ) 0 (Zc is parallel
to the hfi axis, see Figure 2f) each orientation of the hfi axis
corresponds to a unique orientation ofZc, and therefore the
dependence of each nuclear transition frequency onθh is
represented by a single line. Withθhc * 0, however, for each
θh there is a distribution of anglesθc between the cfi axisZc

andBo, and therefore, the dependence of each nuclear transition
frequency onθh is represented by a strip of varying width (see
panels g and h of Figure 2, calculated forθhc ) 45° and 90°,
respectively).

In the case ofD ) 0 the frequenciesνmZ are confined within
the limits corresponding to the anglesθh ) 0° and 90°. With D
* 0, however, the frequencies corresponding to intermediate
θh values may become greater or smaller than the limiting
frequency values atD ) 0, which leads to the asymmetric
spectral broadening. Nuclear transition frequencies atθh ) 0°
and 90° remain virtually unaffected, as mentioned above. The
numerous singularities seen in the ENDOR spectra of panels
b-d of Figure 2, as those in Figure 2a, correspond to all possible
situations when dνmZ/dθh ) 0. Clearly, if such spectra were
observed in experiment, it would be impossible to determine,
without extensive numerical simulations, which set of singu-
larities belongs toA| andA⊥.

Figure 2. ENDOR calculations for an orientationally disordered system
having a fixed angleθhc between the main principal axes of axial hfi
and cfi tensors;S ) 7/2, I ) 1/2 (proton), -1/2 T 1/2 electron spin
transition. Common parameters areaiso ) 0 MHz, T⊥ ) -3 MHz,
Bo ) 6100 G. Panels a-d show CW ENDOR spectra, whereas panels
e-h show the dependences of nuclear transition frequencies on the
angleθh between the hfi axis andBo. In panels a and eD/gâ ) 0. In
all other panelsD/gâ ) 400 G. The angleθhc is 0° (panels b,f), 45°
(panels c,g), and 90° (panels d,h). Labels “A|” and “A⊥” mark the
features corresponding to, respectively, parallel and perpendicular
orientations of the hfi axis relative toBo.
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Fortunately, however, the cfi parameters in glassy samples
are always statistically distributed in broad limits,32-34 which
leads to a great simplification of the spectroscopic situation.
As an example, Figure 3 shows the spectra calculated for
distributedD-values and fixed anglesθhc. Comparison with
Figure 2 shows that the cfi distribution eliminates most of the
additional singularities, and the spectral shapes become con-
siderably closer to the usual powder pattern calculated without
the cfi (trace 1 in Figure 3). TheA⊥ peaks in these spectra
become the dominant features, but the spectra remain signifi-
cantly distorted and asymmetric, and their shoulders show
noticeable shifts from the true A| positions.

In addition to the distribution of the cfi parameters, the relative
orientations of hfi and cfi tensors can also be distributed. If the
cfi tensor orientation is fixed in the molecular frame but the
Gd complex has many ligand protons with similar hfi parameters
(like the Gd3+ aquo complex), then the hfi tensors of these
protons will have various orientations relative to the cfi tensor.
From the ENDOR standpoint, the situation is then practically
identical (apart from the intensity of the ENDOR lines) to that
of having a single proton and a statistically distributed angle
θhc.

Figure 4 shows the spectra calculated for various distributions
of D-values and for the angleθhc being distributed within the
limits from 0° to 90°. The distribution overθhc results in
symmetric spectra resembling the spectrum calculated forD )
0 (trace 1 in Figure 4). Importantly, the distributions inD and
θhc eliminate all the spectral singularities other than those
pertaining toA| andA⊥. In all the spectra A⊥ peaks remain the
prominent features. The A| shoulders, however, become pro-
gressively broader with increasingD and its distribution width.
In such a situation, neglecting the effect of cfi will result in an
overestimation ofA| and, as a result, in some overestimation of
both T⊥ andaiso. For example, the splitting between the half-
height points of the shoulders in trace 3 (centralD/gâ ) 400
G) is about 6.9 MHz. If this splitting is taken asA|, thenT⊥ )

-3.3 MHz andaiso ) 0.3 MHz can be estimated, although the
true values used in the simulation areT⊥ ) -3 MHz andaiso

) 0 MHz.
Another effect of cfi is not related to the distortions of

ENDOR spectra within each electron spin manifold but rather
to the fact that in an ENDOR experiment several different EPR
transitions may be involved. For example, the center of the EPR
spectrum of Gd3+ has contributions from all possible transitions:
-1/2 T 1/2, (1/2 T (3/2, (3/2 T (5/2, and (5/2 T (7/2. In
such a situation the conventional 1D ENDOR spectrum will be
a superposition of spectra of nuclear transitions within each of
the contributing electron spin manifolds. If there is a distribution
of the anglesθhc, the spectra that belong to the manifolds with
mZ ) (N/2 will be approximately (neglecting the distortions
due to the cfi) similar to the spectra for the manifolds withmZ

) (1/2 but extended along the frequency axis so that all the
ENDOR splittings areN times greater than those for themZ )
(1/2 manifolds. Such contributions were described in detail for
the Mn2+ aquo complex with a weak cfi.35 Therefore, we will
not discuss them here but will only mention that their presence
may (and does, as we will see below) lead to serious difficulties
in extracting hfi parameters from 1D ENDOR spectra.

The problem may be simplified by using a combination of a
high mw frequency (W-band or higher) and low temperature
(<2 K) in order to selectively populate the lowest energy
electron spin manifold (the one withmZ ) -S), which will result
in ENDOR spectra contributed by two manifolds only (those
with mZ ) -S and mZ ) -S + 1).32 Even with selective
population, however, the overlapping spectra may be difficult
to interpret in some cases, and their separation may be required.

3.3. 2D Mims ENDOR. One of the techniques capable of
disentangling the ENDOR spectra that belong to different
electron spin manifolds is Mims ENDOR,26,27although, to our

Figure 3. Calculated CW ENDOR spectra for an orientationally
disordered system withS ) 7/2, I ) 1/2 (proton),-1/2 T 1/2 electron
spin transition. Common parameters areaiso ) 0 MHz, T⊥ ) -3 MHz,
Bo ) 6100 G. In trace 1D/gâ ) 0. In traces 2, 3, and 4 the angleθhc

is 0°, 45°, and 90°, respectively, andD/gâ is Gaussian-distributed
around the central value of 400 G, with the distribution width (between
the maximal slope points) of 200 G. Labels “A|” and “A⊥” mark the
features corresponding to, respectively, parallel and perpendicular
orientations of the hfi axis relative toBo.

Figure 4. Calculated CW ENDOR spectra for an orientationally
disordered system withS ) 7/2, I ) 1/2 (proton),-1/2 T 1/2 electron
spin transition. Common parameters areaiso ) 0 MHz, T⊥ ) -3 MHz,
Bo ) 6100 G. In trace 1D/gâ ) 0. In traces 2, 3, and 4D/gâ is
Gaussian-distributed around the central values of 200 G, 400, and 600
G, respectively. The respectiveD/gâ distribution widths (between the
maximal slope points) are 100, 200, and 300 G. The angleθhc is
distributed within the limits from 0° to 90°. The statistical weight of
an orientation with a givenθhc is taken as sinθhc, which corresponds
to the model of a complex with many ligand protons at various
orientations. Labels “A|” and “A⊥” mark the features corresponding
to, respectively, parallel and perpendicular orientations of the hfi axis
relative toBo.
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knowledge, it has never been used for such a purpose. Mims
ENDOR is based on a stimulated electron spin-echo (ESE)
sequence that consists of three 90° mw pulses, with the first
two pulses being separated by time intervalτ and the second
two pulses being separated by time intervalT. The RF pulse is
applied during the intervalT, and the stimulated ESE amplitude
is recorded as a function of the RF carrier frequency,νRF, and
time interval τ. The Mims ENDOR response (which is the
difference between the stimulated ESE amplitudes with and
without the RF pulse) is an oscillating function ofτ26

whereν1 and ν2 are the nuclear transition frequencies within
the electron spin manifolds involved in an EPR transition used
for detecting ENDOR. The Fourier transformation (FT) of the
τ-dependence results in a 2D Mims ENDOR spectrum

whereντ is the frequency corresponding to the time intervalτ
and∆ν12 ) |ν1 - ν2|. In this 2D spectrum the nuclear transitions
will appear as peaks located at the frequencies (ν1, ∆ν12) and
(ν2, ∆ν12).

For the case of weak hfi and axial cfi we can use eq 7 to
find an approximate expression for∆ν12

where we assumed that the EPR transition occurs between the
manifolds withmZ andmZ + 1. ForS) 1/2 (no cfi) ∆ν12 ≈ aiso

+ TZZ and does not depend onνI, whereasν1 andν2 have aνI

dependence (see eq 7). This property of 2D Mims ENDOR
spectra can be used to disentangle the contributions of nuclei
with different Zeeman interactions, even if they give overlapping
1D ENDOR spectra (e.g.,1H and19F or 1H and strongly coupled
14N), as was demonstrated elsewhere by employing a hyperfine-
correlated ENDOR (HYEND)36 that produces 2D spectra similar
to those of 2D Mims ENDOR.

For S> 1/2, neglecting the cfi contributions to∆ν12 andν1,2,
we may deduce that the lines in the1H 2D Mims ENDOR
spectrum will be located at the frequenciesνRF ≈ νH - (aiso +
TZZ)mZ and ντ ≈ aiso + TZZ. One can see that in this
approximation the value ofντ does not depend onmZ. Therefore,
the correlation lines in the 2D spectrum that pertain to a given
hfi constantA ) aiso + TZZ but differentmZ values will all be
located at the same frequencyντ ≈ A, although the frequencies
νRF for them will be different. Conversely, if two protons have
different hfi values,A1 and A2, and the ENDOR frequencies
νRF for these nuclei coincide for some of themZ values (i.e.,νH

- A1mZ1 ) νH - A2mZ2), then these two transitions can still be
disentangled in the 2D Mims ENDOR spectrum because they
will have different frequenciesντ.

Including the cfi term will result in deviations of bothνRF

(for anymZ) andντ (for mZ * -1/2, that is, for all EPR transitions
except the one betweenmZ ) 1/2 and-1/2; see eq 11) from the
approximate values discussed above. The scale of these devia-
tions, as well as overall 2D spectral line shapes, can be assessed
using numerical simulations. The results of such simulations
are presented in Figure 5 that shows 2D plots (νRF - νH vs.ντ)
calculated for the same hfi parameters as those used in Figure

2. Panels a-d in this figure correspond to the EPR transition
-1/2 T 1/2, whereas panels e-h correspond to the1/2 T 3/2
EPR transition. In panels a and e theD-value is equal to zero,
whereas in panels b and fD/gâ ) 400 G andθhc ) 90°. In
panels c, d, g, and f theD-value andθhc are distributed.

Figure 5 demonstrates that, despite all the broadening and
distortions of 2D Mims ENDOR spectra by the cfi, there are
convergence points at the spectral positions corresponding to
canonical orientations of the hfi tensor. In the case of a
distributed cfi andθhc they represent the only remaining
singularities observed in 2D spectra. The cfi contribution to the
frequencies at these points equals zero (see eqs 7 and 11), and
the peak positions are determined by the Zeeman and hf
interactions. If an experiment is performed without refocusing
of the ESE signal37 there will be an appreciable dead time in
τ-dependences, usually on the order of 100-200 ns. The broad
spectral components corresponding to a fast-damping oscillation
may decay within the dead time. As a result, after the FT of
theτ-dependences, the convergence points that correspond to a
slow-damping oscillation will be accentuated. This is illustrated
by panels d and h of Figure 5 that correspond to panels c and
g of Figure 5, respectively, but are obtained by FT of
τ-dependences with a dead time of 200 ns.

The 2D spectra in panels c, d, g, and h of Figure 5 were
simulated with an averaging over both theD-value andθhc. It
is not necessary, however, to have both of the distributions in
order to obtain the 2D spectra with the intensity enhancements
at the canonical orientations of the hfi tensor. The simulations
with separate averagings overθhc or overD are shown in Figure
6. Similar results were obtained for a general rhombic cfi tensor
(not shown). Thus, panels d and h of Figure 5, as well as panels
e-h of Figure 6, represent the kind of spectra one can expect

Figure 5. Calculated 2D Mims ENDOR spectra in an orientationally
disordered system withS) 7/2, I ) 1/2 (proton),-1/2 T 1/2 (left column)
and 1/2 T 3/2 (right column) electron spin transitions. Common
parameters areaiso ) 0 MHz, T⊥ ) -3 MHz, Bo ) 6100 G. In panels
a and eD/gâ ) 0. In panels b and fD/gâ ) 400 G andθhc ) 90°. In
panels c, g, d, and hD/gâ is Gaussian-distributed around the central
value of 400 G, with the width between the maximal slope points of
200 G andθhc is distributed within the limits from 0° to 90°. The
statistical weight of an orientation with a givenθhc is taken as sinθhc,
which corresponds to the model of a complex with many ligand protons
at various orientations. Spectra c and g correspond to zero dead time.
Spectra d and h correspond to a dead time of 200 ns.

∆V(νRF, τ) ∝ [1 - cos 2π(ν1 - ν2)τ][δ(νRF - ν1) +
δ(νRF - ν2)] (9)

∆V(νRF, ντ) ∝ δ(ντ - ∆ν12)[δ(νRF - ν1) + δ(νRF - ν2)]
(10)

∆ν12 ≈ |aiso + TZZ +
3DcθC

sθC

gâBo
(2mZ + 1)(cæC

TXZ + sæC
TYZ)|
(11)
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to obtain in a real 2D Mims ENDOR experiment for a system
that does not show an excessively broad static distribution of
the hfi parameters. The singularities in these spectra can be used
to estimate the hfi parameters in glassy samples of Gd3+

complexes even without knowing the details of the distribution
of the cfi parameters.

The Gd3+ aquo complex corresponds to the situation with
distributed cfi parameters and relative orientations of the cfi
and hfi tensors. For the MRI contrast agent Gd3+HPDO3A the
effective angleθhc is also likely to be distributed in broad limits
(in addition to the cfi distribution) because of the electronic
asymmetry and structural flexibility of the HPDO3A ligand,1

the possibility of asymmetric realizations of its hydrogen
bonding, the rotational (around the Gd-O bond) degree of
freedom of the H2O ligand, and the presence of an additional
hydroxyl proton that belongs to the hydroxypropyl arm of the
HPDO3A ligand. This proton is located at about the same
distance from the Gd ion as the water ligand protons, but its
position in the complex depends on the conformation of the
hydroxypropyl arm.

4. Experimental Results and Discussion

4.1. ESE Field Sweeps and 1D Mims ENDOR Spectra.
Figure 7 shows the primary electron spin-echo (ESE) field
sweeps for the Gd3+ aquo complex (trace 1) and Gd3+HPDO3A
(trace 2). The shape of these spectra is typical for Gd3+

complexes characterized by weak cfi.33 Mims ENDOR experi-
ments were performed at magnetic fields corresponding to the
maximal contribution of-1/2 T 1/2 EPR transition (labeled A

in Figure 7) and maximal contribution of(1/2 T (3/2 EPR
transitions (labeled B in Figure 7). The 1D ENDOR spectra
obtained at these positions are shown in Figure 8. We will
consider first the spectra of the Gd3+ aquo ion (top traces)
because they are more simple.

The 1D ENDOR spectrum of the Gd3+ aquo ion obtained at
theBo value corresponding to position A (solid trace in the top
group of traces in Figure 8), apart from minor details, looks
very similar to a usual ENDOR spectrum of a paramagnetic
center withS ) 1/2. The central broad peak in this spectrum
arises from distant matrix protons. Two sharp lines marked
“A 1⊥” belong to protons of the water molecules coordinated to
Gd ions. The splitting between these lines isA1⊥ ) -2.62 (
0.02 MHz, and it corresponds to the 90° angle betweenBo and
the direction of the main hfi axis (here and below the sign of
A1⊥ is chosen to be negative because, based on single-crystal
ENDOR results23,24 and on our discussion above,A1⊥ is
dominated by the negative anisotropic hfi constant,T⊥, that is
determined by a through-space dipolar interaction between the
protons and the unpaired electrons of Gd3+). The shoulders
marked “A1|” with a splitting between them ofA1| ) 5.5( 0.1
MHz also belong to ligand water protons but correspond to the
orientation of the hfi tensor axis being about parallel toBo. The
A1⊥ and A1| features correspond to the proton transitions within
the electron spin manifolds withmZ ) (1/2.

The only features that make this spectrum different from those
of a usualS ) 1/2 system are the peaks marked “3A1⊥”. The
splitting between these peaks is about 7.8 MHz, or about 3 times
greater thanA1⊥. The peaks 3A1⊥ obviously belong to the
transitions of ligand water protons within the electron spin
manifolds withmZ ) (3/2. To prove this assertion, the ENDOR
spectrum was also measured at theBo value corresponding to
position B of the EPR spectrum 1 in Figure 7. In this spectrum
(dashed trace in the upper group of traces in Figure 8), as
expected, the amplitude of the A1⊥ and A1| features decreased

Figure 6. Calculated 2D Mims ENDOR spectra in an orientationally
disordered system withS ) 7/2, I ) 1/2 (proton),-1/2 T 1/2 electron
spin transition. Common parameters areaiso ) 0 MHz, T⊥ ) -3 MHz,
Bo ) 6100 G. In panels a and eD/gâ ) 400 G andθhc is distributed
within the limits from 0° to 90° (the statistical weight of an orientation
with a givenθhc is taken as sinθhc, which corresponds to the model of
a complex with many ligand protons at various orientations). In all
other panelsD/gâ is Gaussian-distributed around the central value of
400 G, with the width between the maximal slope points of 200 G. In
panels b and fθhc ) 0°. In panels c and gθhc ) 45°. In panels d and
h θhc ) 90°. Spectra a-d correspond to zero dead time. Spectra e-h
correspond to a dead time of 200 ns.

Figure 7. Two-pulse ESE field sweep spectra of Gd3+ aquo complex
(trace 1) and Gd3+HPDO3A (trace 2) in frozen glassy water/methanol
solutions. Experimental conditions: mw frequencyνmw, 14.411 GHz;
mw pulse durations, 10 ns; time intervalτ between the mw pulses,
130 ns; temperature, 4.2 K. Labels “A” and “B” mark the spectral
positions where ENDOR spectra were recorded. Position A corresponds
to a maximal contribution of the-1/2 T 1/2 EPR transition. At position
B the transitions(1/2 T (3/2 contribute the most. TheBo values
corresponding to positions A are 5177 G in both spectra. Position B in
spectrum 1 corresponds toBo ) 4980 G, whereas in spectrum 2 it
corresponds toBo ) 4920 G.
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and that of the 3A1⊥ features increased. The small relative
intensity of the 3A1⊥ peaks is explained by the fact that the
width of the ENDOR lines is proportional (and therefore the
intensity is inversely proportional) tomZ and, in addition, that
the EPR lines corresponding to the(1/2 T (3/2 and (3/2 T
(5/2 transitions are broader, respectively, than the lines of the
-1/2 T 1/2 and(1/2 T (3/2 transitions, as was discussed in the
Theoretical Background.

Neglecting the effect of the cfi on the shape of the ENDOR
spectrum, we can use the splittingsA1⊥ ) aiso + T⊥ ≈ -2.62
( 0.02 MHz andA1| ) aiso - 2T⊥ ≈ 5.5( 0.1 MHz to estimate
the isotropic hfi constantaiso ≈ 0.08 ( 0.02 MHz and the
anisotropic hfi constantT⊥ ≈ -2.70( 0.04 MHz. The presence
of cfi, as discussed in the theoretical section, mostly results in
an increase of the observable splitting between the A1| features.
Taking this effect into account may result in slightly smaller
aiso and |T⊥| values.

The solid and dashed traces shown at the bottom of Figure 8
are the Mims ENDOR spectra of Gd3+HPDO3A. Unlike the
Gd3+ aquo complex, this complex has only one accessible site
for water coordination. In addition, as mentioned above, the
HPDO3A ligand contains an OH group directly coordinated to
Gd (see Figure 1), and the proton of this group is likely to have
hfi parameters similar to those of the water ligand. The lines
corresponding to these immediate ligand protons are marked
“A 1⊥”, as those for the Gd3+ aquo complex, and the splitting
between these lines is also about-2.65 MHz. It would be
tempting to assign the features with a splitting of about 4.5-5
MHz to A1| (and mark them “A1|”), but a close examination of
the spectra of Gd3+HPDO3A prevents us from doing so.

The problem is related to the fact that the HPDO3A ligand
contains numerous CH2 groups. In addition, there are multiple
oxygen and nitrogen atoms capable of hydrogen bonding with
protons of solvent water molecules. These second-sphere
hydrogens are located further away from the central ion than
those covalently attached to immediate ligand atoms but not
sufficiently far away as to be indistinguishable from distant
matrix hydrogens. Indeed, the spectrum of Gd3+HPDO3A shows
additional lines marked “A2⊥” and “A3⊥” that correspond to the
perpendicular orientation of the hfi tensors of the second-sphere
protons with respect toBo. The hfi constantsA2⊥ andA3⊥ are
approximately equal to-1.5 and-0.93 MHz, respectively. As
was previously mentioned, and shown for the Gd aquo complex,
the isotropic hfi constant for the direct ligand protons is close
to zero, and this should be true for the second-sphere protons.
Therefore, the observed splittingsA2⊥ and A3⊥ are taken as a
direct measure of the anisotropic hfi constantsT2⊥ andT3⊥, and
distances of about 3.75 Å and 4.4 Å, respectively, can be
estimated. The distance of 3.75 Å is close to that expected for
the solvent protons hydrogen-bonded to the oxygen and nitrogen
atoms coordinated to the Gd3+ ion. On the other hand, the
distance of 4.4 Å approximately corresponds to that between
Gd3+ and the methylene protons of the complex.

It is easy to see that the hf splitting|3A2⊥| (corresponding to
proton transitions within the electron spin manifolds withmZ

) (3/2) is equal to about 4.5 MHz, as the splitting between the
weak features in the ENDOR spectrum that we intended to
assign toA1|. In the ENDOR spectrum recorded at the EPR
position B (dashed bottom trace in Figure 8) the amplitude of
these features has increased compared to that in the spectrum
recorded at the EPR position A. This shows that, indeed, these
features are dominated by proton transitions within the electron
spin manifolds withmZ ) (3/2, and therefore they are marked
“3A2⊥” in Figure 8.

From the above considerations we conclude that we cannot
observe A1| features in the ENDOR spectrum of Gd3+HPDO3A.
As a result, we cannot independently estimateaiso andT⊥ from
this spectrum. Although it is reasonable to assume thataiso is
close to zero, our single example with the Gd aquo ion does
not give us any information regarding the possible range ofaiso

variation. Because we would like to determine the hfi parameters
with the highest possible accuracy rather than assume what their
values could be, we need to disentangle the contributions to
the ENDOR spectrum of nuclear transitions belonging to
differentmZ and to observe theA1| features directly. As shown
in the theoretical section, this can be accomplished using the
2D Mims ENDOR.

4.2. 2D Mims ENDOR Spectra.Figure 9 shows the 2D
Mims ENDOR spectrum of Gd3+ aquo ion. The peaks observed
in this spectrum are labeled the same way as the corresponding
features in the 1D spectrum in Figure 8. The inner parts of the
topmost contour lines are shaded to show the location of
maximum of each feature. One can see that the features A1⊥
and A1| corresponding to nuclear spin transitions within themZ

) (1/2 electron spin manifolds are located along the dashed
lines labeled “1/2”. For these features the oscillation frequencies
ντ are equal toA1⊥ and A1|, respectively. The features 3A1⊥
corresponding tomZ ) (3/2 are located along the dashed lines
labeled “3/2”. The frequenciesντ for 3A1⊥ peaks are equal to
A1⊥, as those for A1⊥ peaks.

Finally, two weak features located between the A1| lines also
belong to the nuclear transitions withA1⊥. The ντ frequency
for them, however, equals to 2A1⊥. This indicates that these lines
correspond to a simultaneous RF-induced flip of an even number

Figure 8. 1D Mims ENDOR spectra of the Gd3+ aquo complex (top
traces) and Gd3+HPDO3A (bottom traces) in frozen glassy water/
methanol solutions. Solid and dashed traces are recorded at, respectively,
positions A and B of the EPR spectra shown in Figure 7 and normalized
by the ESE signal amplitudes observed without an RF pulse. Experi-
mental conditions: mw frequencyνmw, 14.411 GHz; mw pulse
durations, 10 ns; time intervalτ between the first and second mw pulses,
130 ns; time intervalT between the second and third mw pulses, 30
µs; RF pulse duration, 21µs; temperature, 4.2 K. Labels “A1|” and
“A 1⊥” mark the features of the lines of ligand proton transitions within
mZ ) (1/2 electron spin manifolds corresponding to, respectively,
parallel and perpendicular orientations of the proton hfi axes relative
to Bo. Labels “3A1⊥” mark the features of the lines of ligand proton
transitions withinmZ ) (3/2 electron spin manifolds corresponding to
the perpendicular orientation of the proton hfi axes relative toBo. Labels
“A 2⊥”, “3A 2⊥” and “A3⊥” have the same meanings, but refer to the
lines of second-sphere protons.
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of nuclear spins.27,38 It is rather unusual to observe such
multinuclear effects in ENDOR spectra because they require
the paramagnetic center to have a large number of protons with
similar hfi parameters. This condition is obviously satisfied for
the Gd3+ aquo ion.

The A1⊥ andA1| splittings in the 2D spectrum are-2.64(
0.02 MHz and 5.15( 0.1 MHz, respectively, which results in
hfi parametersaiso ≈ -0.04 ( 0.02 MHz andT⊥ ≈ -2.60 (
0.04 MHz. One can see that although theA1⊥ splitting in the
2D spectrum is practically the same as that in the 1D spectrum
of Figure 8, the A1| splitting has decreased by 0.35 MHz (5.15
MHz vs 5.5 MHz), which leads to a slightly different hfi
estimate.

Figure 10 shows the 2D Mims ENDOR spectrum of the
contrast agent Gd3+HPDO3A. In this case the number of close
ligand protons was considerably smaller and, correspondingly,
the intensity of their ENDOR lines was weaker. Therefore, to
reach a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio in reasonable time, we
accumulated only one-half of the spectrum (the one forνRF e
νH). The assignments of various line maxima are shown in the
figure. One can see that in this case not only the nuclear
transitions within |mZ| ) 3/2 electron spin manifolds are
observed, but also the transition of second-sphere protons within
|mZ| ) 5/2 and|mZ| ) 7/2 manifolds falls into the shown spectral
range. The lines A1⊥ and A1| are now well separated from all
other lines, and their maxima correspond toA1⊥ ≈ -2.66 (
0.03 MHz andA1| ≈ 5.30 ( 0.25 MHz (the error limits here
are considerably wider than in the case of Gd3+ aquo ion because
of smaller signal intensity). The hfi parameters found from these
line positions areaiso ) -0.01 ( 0.06 MHz, T⊥ ) -2.65 (
0.09 MHz.

4.3. Refined hfi Parameters and Their Static Distributions.
So far we have only used the positions of the A1⊥ and A1|

features in 1D and 2D ENDOR spectra to estimate the values
of isotropic and anisotropic hfi constants. Additional information
about these parameters can be obtained from an analysis of the

width of the ENDOR spectral lines. Numerical simulations show
that in order to reproduce the experimental width of A1⊥ peaks
in the 1D spectra of Gd3+ aquo ion, eitheraiso or T⊥ has to be
Gaussian-distributed with the width between the maximal slope
points of about 0.4 MHz. In principle, the distribution ofT⊥
should lead to a twice greater broadening of A1| than the
distribution ofaiso. However, because the shape of A1| shoulders
in 1D spectra is also determined by the distributed cfi (average
D/gâ ∼ 300 G, as estimated from the field sweep spectrum in
Figure 7), both hfi distributions result in very similar simulated
1D spectra. Simulation of 2D Mims ENDOR spectra also did
not allow us to distinguish between these two distributions,
primarily because of rather low resolution determined by the
short transverse relaxation timeT2 of about 900 ns.

On the other hand, correlated distributions ofaiso and T⊥,
where the changes of these parameters added up at A1| and partly
(as to provide the residual broadening of 0.4 MHz) offset each
other at A1⊥, clearly produced too broad A1| shoulders if the
distribution width forT⊥ exceeded 0.5 MHz. This value can be
used, therefore, as a maximal possible distribution width ofT⊥
that would not contradict our experimental results.

Apart from estimating the distribution width for hfi param-
eters, the simulations have allowed us to obtain corrected values
of the central (or average) hfi parameters:aiso ) 0.03( 0.02
MHz andT⊥ ) -2.67( 0.04 MHz. As an example, Figure 11
shows 1D spectra of Gd3+ aquo ion simulated with distributed
hfi parameters (trace 1 reproduces the experimental spectrum
of Gd3+ aquo ion shown in Figure 8, trace 2 is simulated with
distributedaiso, trace 3 is simulated with distributedT⊥, and
trace 4 is simulated with a correlated distribution ofaiso andT⊥
as explained above and in the figure caption). One can see that
traces 2 and 3 that correspond to distribution widths ofT⊥ of 0
and 0.4 MHz, respectively, are practically indistinguishable. On
the other hand, in trace 4 that corresponds to theT⊥ distribution
width of 0.8 MHz the A1| shoulders become significantly more
broad than those observed in experiment. The Gd-H distance

Figure 9. 2D Mims ENDOR spectrum of Gd3+ aquo ion in frozen
glassy water/methanol solution. Experimental conditions: mw frequency
νmw ) 17.140 GHz; magnetic fieldBo ) 6147 G (this combination of
νmw andBo is the same as that defined by point A in the field sweep
spectrum of Figure 7); mw pulse durations, 10 ns; starting time interval
τ between the first and second mw pulses, 130 ns (this is the dead
time of this experiment); time intervalT between the second and third
mw pulses, 30µs; RF pulse duration, 18µs; temperature, 4.2 K. Labels
“A 1|”, “A 1⊥” and “3A1⊥” have the same meaning as in Figure 8. Dashed
diagonal lines marked “1/2” and “3/2” are the lines along which the
spectral features belonging to the electron spin manifolds with|mZ| )
1/2 and |mZ| ) 3/2 are situated.

Figure 10. 2D Mims ENDOR spectrum of Gd3+HPDO3A MRI
contrast agent in frozen glassy water/methanol solution. Experimental
conditions are the same as in Figure 9. Labels showing the transition
assignments (e.g., “A1|”, “A 1⊥”, “3A 1⊥”) have the same meaning as in
Figure 8. Note also that proton transitions within the electron spin
manifolds with|mZ| ) 5/2 (marked, e.g., “5A3⊥”) are clearly seen, and
there is an indication of the transition that belongs to|mZ| ) 7/2 (marked
“7A3⊥”). Dashed diagonal lines marked “1/2” through “7/2” are the
lines along which the spectral features belonging to the electron spin
manifolds with|mZ| from 1/2 to 7/2 are situated.
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that corresponds to the central value ofT⊥ ≈ -2.67 ( 0.04
MHz is RGdH ≈ 3.09 ( 0.02 Å.

As follows from 1D ENDOR spectra, the hfi distribution
width for GdHPDO3A is similar to that for Gd aquo ion,∼0.4
MHz. The simulations of a 2D Mims ENDOR spectrum with
such an hfi distribution width result in the central hfi parameters
aiso ) 0.04 ( 0.06 MHz andT⊥ ) -2.75 ( 0.09 MHz. The
Gd-H distance that corresponds toT⊥ ≈ -2.75( 0.09 MHz
is RGdH ≈ 3.06 ( 0.04 Å.

4.4. Origin of Static hfi Distribution. We have estimated
above the characteristic width of static hfi distribution of about
0.4 MHz but were unable to tell, based solely on our
experimental data, which distribution of the hfi parameters
(aiso or T⊥) mainly contributes to this width. We can, however,
obtain some clues on this issue from appropriate published data.

First, analysis of the hfi data for19F nuclei in complexes of
fluorine with rare earth ions (Tm2+, Yb3+, Eu2+)29,39shows that
the spin density delocalized on a fluorine ligand is about 0.2(
0.1%. This gives us an approximate value of a spin density that
we may reasonably expect to be delocalized on an oxygen ligand
in the Gd3+ complexes. In a pertinent investigation of Cu2+

complexes, isotropic hfi constants for protons of water molecules
coordinated to Cu2+ were found to be|aiso| e 1.4 MHz,40

whereas the average spin density transferred to oxygen was
found to be about 5.5%.41 Since for both ions, Gd3+ and Cu2+,
the spin density is delocalized to the ligand through aσ-bond,
we can expect proton hfi constantsaiso to scale with the spin
densities on oxygen with similar proportionality factors. Com-
bining the above data we can therefore estimate possible
isotropic hfi constants for protons in Gd-water complexes as

|aiso| ∼ 0.05 ( 0.03 MHz, which is very close to the average
hfi constants obtained in our experiments. The hfi constant|aiso|
∼ 0.025 MHz can also be estimated for water ligand protons
from the17O hfi constant of∼ -0.6 MHz obtained by17O NMR
of Gd3+ complexes with different coligands.6-8 In addition,
Bryden et al.42 separated the contact and pseudocontact con-
tributions to the chemical shift of deuterons of the D2O ligand
in [Ln(DOTA)(D2O)]- and the lanthanide aquo ions and
estimatedaiso ≈ 0.075 MHz for the protons of water ligands
bound to GdDOTA (an analogue of HPDO3A) andaiso ≈ 0.005
MHz for the waters bound to the aquo ion.

If we assign the whole characteristic width of hfi variation
found in this work (0.4 MHz) toaiso only, then values ofaiso at
least as large as 0.25 MHz will be possible, which would
translate to the oxygen spin densities of about 1%. In view of
the experimental data for fluorine complexes and NMR data
such large spin densities on oxygen seem to be unrealistic. We
must conclude therefore that the hfi distribution width of about
0.4 MHz should be largely associated with the dispersion of
T⊥. This results in a characteristic range ofRGdH values from
about 3 to 3.2 Å. With the Gd-O distance of about 2.5 Å, this
range ofRGdH could be explained, for example, by a variation
of the angle between the H2O ligand plane and Gd-O bond
direction from 0° (Gd and all atoms of H2O are in the same
plane) to 55° (Gd and the hydrogens are located around the
oxygen atom in the directions determined by its sp3 hybrid
orbitals). The range of variation ofRGdH due to possible
structural variations is thus considerably greater than the error
limits associated with the accuracy of determination of the
centralT⊥ value.

Finally, we should note that although our assignment of the
whole hfi distribution width to the anisotropic hfi constant seems
very sensible, and the distribution width may be explained by
moderate structural variations of the Gd-OH2 fragment, one
has to determine independently the spin densities on oxygens
of water ligands in order to put this assignment on more solid
ground.

4.5. Comparison with Earlier ENDOR Results.Comparing
the hfi data for the Gd3+ aquo ion and Gd3+HPDO3A we can
see that they are identical within the accuracy limits of our
measurements. The isotropic hfi constant in both cases is very
close to zero and is much smaller than the maximal values of
up to 0.45 MHz obtained previously in a single-crystal study.24

In another single-crystal study,23 however, theaiso values
obtained ranged from about-0.015 to about 0.04 MHz, very
similar to those found in this work.

The anisotropic hfi constants in both cases correspond to the
distanceRGdH ≈ 3.1 Å that is in a good agreement with the
distances estimated from single-crystal studies. On the other
hand, as we already mentioned in the Introduction, the values
of RGdH found from a CW ENDOR study of Gd complexes in
water/methanol glasses were in the range 2.5-3.1 Å.21 A close
look at that work shows that the problem was related to
insufficient development of the ENDOR theory at that time. In
particular, the components 3A1⊥ were interpreted by the authors
as turning points of the proton transition lines belonging tomZ

) (1/2 electron spin manifolds. A correct assignment of
ENDOR spectral features recorded in ref 21 (that is,A1⊥ ≈
-2.64 MHz andA1| ≈ 5.79 MHz) would lead for the Gd3+

aquo ion toaiso ≈ 0.17 MHz andT1⊥ ≈ -2.81 MHz (RGdH ≈
3.05 Å). One can see that the correct spectral assignment results
in the hfi andRGdH values for a glassy sample similar to those
obtained for single crystals (although the hfi values for a glassy

Figure 11. 1D Mims ENDOR spectra of Gd3+ aquo complex. Trace
1 is experimental (reproduced from Figure 8, top solid trace). Traces
2-4 are simulated (for the-1/2 T 1/2 electron spin transition) with
distributed hfi and cfi parameters. In all simulated traces the central
hfi and cfi values wereaiso ) 0.03 MHz,T⊥ ) -2.67 MHz,D/gâ )
300 G and the cfi parameterD/gâ was Gaussian-distributed around
the central value with the width between the maximum slope points of
150 G. Angleθhc between the hfi and cfi axes was distributed within
the limits from 0° to 90°. In trace 2aiso was distributed whileT⊥ was
kept fixed. In trace 3aiso was kept fixed whileT⊥ was distributed. The
Gaussian distribution width for the distributed hfi parameter in traces
2 and 3 was 0.4 MHz. In trace 4 bothaiso andT⊥ were distributed with
the distribution widths of 0.4 and 0.8 MHz, respectively. The distribu-
tions were correlated so that an increase or decrease ofaiso corresponded,
respectively, to a decrease or increase ofT⊥ (asT⊥ < 0, an increase in
T⊥ corresponds to a decrease in|T⊥|). Labels “A1|” and “A1⊥” have the
same meaning as in Figure 8.
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sample are slightly overestimated because the experiments21

were performed in the X-band).

5. Conclusion

In this work the proton ENDOR spectra of Gd3+ complexes
in glassy solutions were studied theoretically and experimentally.
In our analysis we were mostly concerned with the ENDOR
spectra obtained while exciting the+1/2 T -1/2 EPR transition
because at moderately high mw frequencies and moderately low
temperatures this transition provides the largest signal intensity
(both EPR and ENDOR) and the best conditions for observing
the ENDOR spectra.

Using numerical simulations we found that although the
distortions of ENDOR spectra by the cfi can be quite consider-
able in a general case, the statistical distribution of the cfi
parameters and relative orientations of the cfi and hfi axes in
glassy samples results in ENDOR line shapes similar to the usual
powder pattern determined by the hfi only, which greatly
simplifies their analysis. The A⊥ components in such cfi-
averaged spectra are always easily observable and located at
their correct positions, whereas the A| shoulders are somewhat
broadened because of the effect of the cfi. Therefore, neglecting
the cfi will generally result in some overestimation of hfi
parameters found from the ENDOR spectra of glassy samples.
The error of such estimates for Gd3+ complexes is, however,
not very large even in the X-band, as we can deduce from
comparison of the hfi parameters found in this work from the
Ku-band spectra and with an account of the cfi (aiso ) 0.03(
0.02 MHz,T⊥ ) -2.67( 0.04 MHz, andRGdH ≈ 3.09( 0.02
Å for the Gd aquo complex) with those estimated without taking
any account of the cfi from the X-band spectra recorded
elsewhere21 (aiso ≈ 0.17 MHz,T1⊥ ≈ -2.81 MHz, andRGdH ≈
3.05 Å).

We demonstrated that in 2D Mims ENDOR spectra obtained
with appropriate dead time the effects of statically distributed
cfi (typical for glassy samples) mostly disappear and the features
corresponding to canonical orientations of hfi tensors are
accentuated. In addition, in 2D Mims ENDOR spectra the lines
from different electron spin manifolds are well separated, which
greatly facilitates the interpretation of spectra from systems
containing more than one type of proton. In principle, similar
results could be obtained using HYEND36 spectroscopy that
offers a higher spectral resolution, but at the expense of lower
sensitivity.

The numerical simulation of 1D and 2D Mims ENDOR
spectra has allowed us to accurately determine the hfi parameters
of water/methanol ligand protons for the Gd3+ aquo complex
and Gd3+HPDO3A MRI contrast agent. In both cases the
isotropic hfi constant was close to zero (less than 0.1 MHz)
and the anisotropic hfi constant was about-2.7 MHz, which
corresponds to a Gd-H distance of about 3.1 Å. The accuracy
of the anisotropic hfi constant measurement was better than(0.1
MHz, and thus the accuracy of distance determination was about
(0.04 Å.

The Gd-H distance of 3.1 Å (or, with the distribution taken
into account, from 3 to 3.2 Å) obtained in our experiments with
glassy samples is thus similar to the distances obtained in earlier
single-crystal studies. The accuracy of our hfi/distance measure-
ments (without the hfi distribution) translates to a possible error
of about (8% in estimation of the distance factor 1/RGdH

6

entering the expressions for relaxivity of MRI contrast agents.
This error is much smaller than the relaxivity variations for
different complexes, and therefore 1/RGdH

6 can now be ac-

curately accounted for in the assessment of various factors
influencing the relaxivity.

Although in this work we were primarily interested in Gd3+

complexes, the theoretical results obtained here can be directly
or with minor modifications applied to the analysis of ENDOR
spectra of any other high-spin ion with weak cfi.
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